1. Small GTPases and Their Regulators {#sec1-molecules-24-03308}
=====================================

1.1. An Overview {#sec1dot1-molecules-24-03308}
----------------

Guanine nucleotide binding proteins (G-proteins) regulate many cellular processes. A total of 37,767 proteins in 1383 genomes contain guanine nucleotide-binding domains (G domains) \[[@B1-molecules-24-03308]\], including small G-proteins and heterotrimeric G-proteins. Small G-proteins are single-domain proteins that regulate aspects of cellular physiology including cell signaling, cell shape, motility, polarity, and vesicular transport. The larger heterotrimeric G-proteins consist of α, β, and γ-subunits, in which the α subunit has a conserved G domain and interacts with G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) in order to mediate transmembrane signaling. Both small G-proteins and heterotrimeric G-proteins have critical roles in cellular processes; therefore, dysfunction of these proteins can cause severe disease. Small GTPases work throughout the cell, including at membranes, in the cytosol, and in the nucleus, and thus participate in many diverse cellular events. An understanding of small GTPase-activating mechanisms is therefore an important issue for both basic biology and drug discovery.

1.2. The GTP/GDP Cycle of GTPases by Their Regulators and PostTranslational Modifications {#sec1dot2-molecules-24-03308}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first reported small GTPase was the Ras oncogene about three decades ago \[[@B2-molecules-24-03308]\]. Small GTPases are typically 20--30 kDa in size and can work as molecular switches by alternating between a GTP-bound form and a GDP-bound form. Generally, the GTP-bound form is considered an active state and the GDP-bound form is considered an inactive form. Since the GTPase activity of G-proteins is intrinsically low, regulatory proteins are required for transitioning between active and inactive states. Guanine-nucleotide-exchange factors (GEFs) facilitate GDP dissociation while GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) stimulate GTP hydrolysis ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}A). GTP-bound small GTPases can bind effector proteins and can cause induction of a signaling response. This switching mechanism is cooperatively achieved by small GTPases, GEF, and GAP ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}A) \[[@B3-molecules-24-03308],[@B4-molecules-24-03308],[@B5-molecules-24-03308]\].

Another key regulator is guanine dissociation inhibitor (GDI). Some GTPases, including the Ras, Rho, and Rab proteins, are prenylated at their C-termini, and their C-terminal regions are known as hypervariable regions (HVRs), which contain a polybasic region (PBR) and four C-terminal residues called the C*aa*X motif, in which C represents a cysteine residue, *a* represents an aliphatic amino acid, and X represents any amino acid ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B). There are two prenylation enzymes: farnesyltransferase (FTase) and geranylgeranyltransferase (GGTase) \[[@B6-molecules-24-03308],[@B7-molecules-24-03308]\]. Other motifs, such as CC, CCX, and CCXX, are modified by geranylgeranyltransferase II \[[@B8-molecules-24-03308]\]. These lipid modifications occur in the cytosol \[[@B9-molecules-24-03308]\], which allows for the trafficking of small GTPases to membranes, although this posttranslational modification is applied to a majority of the small GTPase superfamily. The existence of a GTPase with a specific modification in a certain location on a membrane is critical for normal biological activity. GDI can extract small GTPases from the membrane by binding prenylated inactive (GDP-bound) small GTPases. GDI forms a complex with its target GTPase and confines it to the cytosol ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}A). Compared to GAPs and GEFs, a small number of GDIs have been identified, including RhoGDI (3 isoforms), RabGDI (3 isoforms), and PDEδ (phosphodiesterase-δ).

1.3. Small GTPase Families (Ras Superfamily) {#sec1dot3-molecules-24-03308}
--------------------------------------------

Over the course of thirty years, a large number of small GTPases have been identified, including 114,619 proteins (564 proteins in humans) that have been divided into 8 subfamilies (Arf, Ran, Rab, Rho, Ras, Sar1, mitochondrial Rho, and mitochondrial Roc) using the program InterPRo \[[@B10-molecules-24-03308]\]. ADP-ribosylation factor (Arf) proteins are involved in protein trafficking and modulate vesicle budding and uncoating within the Golgi apparatus. Ras-related nuclear (Ran) proteins are involved in nucleocytoplasmic transport. Ras related in brain (Rab) proteins are involved in vesicular trafficking. Ras homologous (Rho) proteins control cytoskeleton reorganization. Ras proteins regulate cell signaling. Secretion-associated and Ras-related (Sar1) proteins are components of coat protein complex II (COPII), which promotes the formation of transport vesicles from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Mitochondrial Rho (Miro) domains have been found in mitochondrial proteins and are involved in mitochondrial trafficking. Additionally, Ras of complex protein (Roc) domains are always associated with the C-terminal Rock (COR) domain.

1.4. The G Domain and the Molecular Switch Function {#sec1dot4-molecules-24-03308}
---------------------------------------------------

Amino acid sequence comparisons of small GTPases from various species indicate that they have 30--55% sequence similarity \[[@B11-molecules-24-03308]\]. Small GTPases are composed of a single domain of which the structure is highly conserved from yeast to mammals. There are 614 small GTPase structures, including some in complexes with regulatory proteins that have been deposited into the PDB (Protein Data Bank) as of 2016 (listed in InterPRo). The G domain consists of a six-stranded β-sheet and 5 α-helices and has conserved sequence motifs called the G1, G2, G3, G4, and G5 motifs (G boxes), which are responsible for binding guanine nucleotide. The G1 motif (GxxxxGK\[S/T\], where x is any amino acid) is also called the P-loop and is found in many nucleotide binding proteins, where it recognizes the β-phosphate and a Mg^2+^ ion of target nucleotides ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B) \[[@B12-molecules-24-03308]\]. The G2 motif (Thr) makes contacts with the γ-phosphate and the Mg^2+^ ion \[[@B3-molecules-24-03308]\]. The G3 motif (DxxGQ) harbors the Gln residue responsible for GTP hydrolysis \[[@B13-molecules-24-03308]\]. The G4 motif (NKxD) and G5 motif (TSAK) make specific contacts with the guanine base to distinguish guanine from other nucleotides ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B) \[[@B3-molecules-24-03308],[@B14-molecules-24-03308]\].

To work as molecular switches, small GTPases have to exhibit structural differences between inactive and active states. Thirty years ago, the structures of both states were first unveiled, providing structural insight into the switching mechanisms \[[@B15-molecules-24-03308],[@B16-molecules-24-03308]\]. Today, the following exchange mechanism is widely accepted. Upon exchange of the nucleotide, major conformational changes take place within two regions termed switch I and switch II. Switch I is located between α1 and β2, and switch II is located between β3 and the beginning of α2. The G2 motif, which is involved in interactions with the γ-phosphate and Mg^2+^ ion of targets, is in the switch I region ([Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B). The G3 motif involved in hydrolysis exists in switch II. Both regions show ordered conformations in the GTP-bound state (active form) and show a variety of conformations in the GDP-bound state (inactive form) \[[@B3-molecules-24-03308]\].

2. GEF Structures and Mechanisms of Small GTPase Activation {#sec2-molecules-24-03308}
===========================================================

2.1. An Overview {#sec2dot1-molecules-24-03308}
----------------

GEFs show diverse structures although they have conserved activity mechanisms ([Figure 2](#molecules-24-03308-f002){ref-type="fig"}). However, GEFs must have some specificity for one or more cognate small GTPases to enable precise signaling. The first complex structure reported was RALGDS:H-Ras in 1988. This structure contains a Mg^2+^ ion and a phosphoaminophosphonic acid-guanylate ester (GNP) \[[@B17-molecules-24-03308]\]. In the same year, the SOS1:H-Ras structure without nucleotides or Mg^2+^ ions was reported \[[@B18-molecules-24-03308]\]. To date, over 300 GEF structures have been determined. Among them, 133 structures are GEF:small GTPase complex structures ([Table 1](#molecules-24-03308-t001){ref-type="table"}). We next summarize the GEF mechanism based on structural work.

2.2. Common Mechanisms of GEF-Stimulated Exchange Reactions {#sec2dot2-molecules-24-03308}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The consensus function of the GEF is to stimulate nucleotide-exchange reactions by forming complexes with cognate small GTPases. GEF reactions involve multiple steps. First, a GEF forms a low-affinity complex with a GDP-bound small GTPase and then forms a high affinity complex with nucleotide-free small GTPase. By binding GTP to small GTPases, the stable GTPase complex is disrupted, and eventually, the GTP-bound form is produced \[[@B4-molecules-24-03308],[@B5-molecules-24-03308]\]. Unlike small GTPases, GEFs exhibit a much diversity, although the following structural studies indicated that there are some common GEF mechanisms. (1) Many GEFs first bind to the switch I region, move the switch region away by regions of steric hindrance, and then bind to the switch II region by forming a stable GEF:GTPase complex. The conformational changes of both switches release GDP form GEF. (2) Some GEFs insert an acidic residue into the phosphate-binding site to expel the bound nucleotide by electrostatic repulsion while other GEFs insert a hydrophobic residue near the Mg^2+^ binding site to expel Mg^2+^, thus reducing the binding affinity of a small GTPase for GTP. Finally, some GEFs use a conserved Ala residue on the switch region instead of a hydrophobic residue of their own ([Figure 3](#molecules-24-03308-f003){ref-type="fig"}).

2.3. Structures and Mechanisms of Family Specific GEFs {#sec2dot3-molecules-24-03308}
------------------------------------------------------

Next, we will divide the GEFs into six groups and describe their structural features, GEF mechanism, family specificity, and recent structural work focusing on GEF:small GTPase structures.

### 2.3.1. The Cdc 25 Family; GEFs for Ras, Ral, Rap, and Roc {#sec2dot3dot1-molecules-24-03308}

Cdc25 homology domains (CDC25-HDs) are conserved from yeast to humans and function as GEFs for Ras, Ral, Rap, and Roc \[[@B20-molecules-24-03308],[@B21-molecules-24-03308]\]. CDC25-HDs associate with the Ras exchange motif (REM). In 1998, a SOS1:H-Ras complex structure was reported ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}A), which is the first reported structure of a nucleotide-free small GTPase in complex with a GEF \[[@B18-molecules-24-03308]\]. REM and CDC25-HD of SOS1 contain 200 residues and 300 residues, respectively. In addition, the SOS1:H-Ras structure showed that both domains consist of only α-helices and that CDC25-HD only interacts with Ras. Ten years after this initial structure, a second complex structure was reported consisting of EPAC and Rap1B. The structures of both the Ras:SOS1 complex and EPAC:Rap1B complex have been well studied, revealing the common exchange mechanism of CDC25-HD. CDC25-HD causes structural changes on both switches, including the movement of the switch I region away from the GDP-binding pocket via steric hindrance and by rearranging the switch II region. In this rearrangement, the Ala residue on the switch II region inserts near the Mg^2+^ binding position, and the Glu residue on the switch II region makes a salt bridge with Lys residue on the P-loop ([Figure 3](#molecules-24-03308-f003){ref-type="fig"}A) \[[@B18-molecules-24-03308]\].

CDC25-HD-containing proteins only act as GEFs for the Ras subfamily proteins Ras, Rap, and Ral. Based on their specificity, these GEFs are classified as either Ras-GEF, Rap-GEF, or Ral-GEF. For example, SOS1, EPAC, and Rlf are considered a Ras-GEF, a Rap-GEF, and a Ral-GEF, respectively. No structures of complexes had been determined for a while after the structure of the EPAC:Rap1B complex was determined ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}A). However, recently, three more complex structures have been reported: Rlf:RalA \[[@B22-molecules-24-03308]\], RasGRP4:H-Ras \[[@B23-molecules-24-03308]\], and RasGRP2:Rap1B \[[@B23-molecules-24-03308]\]. These three complexes showed that CDC25-HD similarly binds its cognate small GTPase and that RasGRP4 and RasGRP2 exhibit different specificities although they are homologous proteins. RacGRP4 is specific for Ras, whereas RacGRP2 is specific for Rap1B. This structural work also clearly shows the residues that confer this specificity. A comprehensive mutagenesis-based study based on structural information identified several candidate amino acids on small GTPases. For example, E54, T61, and L70 on Rap are highly conserved amongst Rap proteins and appear to be involved in EPAC interactions. Mutations at these sites yielded lower activation by EPAC, and EPAC could not increase GEF activity for the variant H-Ras^D54E^, ^Q61T^, ^Q70L^ \[[@B24-molecules-24-03308]\]. These mutational studies thus indicate that additional residues must contribute to the selectivity of the interactions between GEFs and G-proteins and suggest that comprehensive mutational analysis based on complex structures is required to unveil specificity.

During the past two years, 25 structures of complexes including either SOS1 with H-Ras or K-Ras have been deposited into the PDB ([Table 1](#molecules-24-03308-t001){ref-type="table"}). These two Ras proteins are well known as major oncogenes. The direct inhibition of Ras proteins is extremely challenging because they bind GTP with picomolar affinity and have no additional pockets for regulating their activity. In addition, the binding surfaces between Ras and its regulators (GEFs, GAPs, and others) are usually flat, thus research for finding an inhibitor to disrupt Ras-GEF interactions has focused on SOS1. For suppressing RAS-dependent signaling, several distinct series of small molecule activators that bind to a hydrophobic pocket in SOS1 in a RAS-SOS1-RAS ternary complex were discovered. Some of these binders activated the SOS1-mediated nucleotide exchange, resulting in reduced RAS signaling through negative feedback on SOS1 \[[@B25-molecules-24-03308],[@B26-molecules-24-03308],[@B27-molecules-24-03308]\]. Most recently, the inhibitor of SOS1 was reported \[[@B28-molecules-24-03308]\]. These inhibitors block reloading of K-Ras with GTP by preventing formation of the K-Ras--SOS1 complex. The inhibitor binds into a surface pocket on SOS1, which is located immediately adjacent to the K-Ras binding site, similar to binding site of the activators.

### 2.3.2. DH, Dock, PRONE, and SmgGDS; GEFs for Rho Proteins {#sec2dot3dot2-molecules-24-03308}

Dbl homology (DH) domain, Dock, plant-specific Rop nucleotide exchanger (PRONE), and SmgGDS proteins work as GEFs for Rho subfamily proteins and structures as these proteins are not related to each other ([Figure 2](#molecules-24-03308-f002){ref-type="fig"}). Recently, 43 cognate small GTPase complex structures have been deposited in PDB, allowing for further analysis of these interactions ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}B).

The first identified mammalian RhoGEF was Dbl \[[@B29-molecules-24-03308],[@B30-molecules-24-03308]\], of which the amino acid sequence is homologous to that of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* GEF Cdc24. The region of homology between them includes the \~200 amino residues termed the DH domain and the \~100 C-terminal residues termed the Pleckstrin homology (PH) domain. The DH domain folds into a helical bundle structure called the "chaise lounge" \[[@B31-molecules-24-03308]\] and has many functions, including moving the switch I region; remodeling of the switch II region, including insertion of the Ala residue near the Mg^2+^ binding site; and stabilization of the P-loop by interacting Lys residues of the P-loop near the Glu residues on the switch II region ([Figure 3](#molecules-24-03308-f003){ref-type="fig"}B). A remarkable feature of all nucleotide-free complex structures involving GEFs is that the conserved Leu residue exits near the Mg^2+^ binding site. This Leu residue is therefore responsible for GEF activity.

DOCK proteins harbor the DHR1 and DHR2 domains, which are unrelated to the DH domain and are specific for Rac and Cdc42. The first complex structure involving DOCK consisted of the DHR2 domain of DOCK9 with Cdc42, published in 2009. The DHR2 domain consists of \~360 amino acid residues arranged into three lobes of roughly equal size (lobes A, B, and C) and possesses GEF activity. The Cdc42-binding site and catalytic center are generated entirely from lobes B and C \[[@B32-molecules-24-03308]\].

Since 2009, the crystal structures of Dock1^DHR2^:Rac1 \[[@B33-molecules-24-03308]\], Dock8^DHR2^:Cdc42 \[[@B34-molecules-24-03308]\], and Dock7^DHR2^:Cdc42 \[[@B35-molecules-24-03308]\] have been determined. The DHR2 domain moves the switch I region away from the nucleotide binding site and stabilizes it by forming specific interactions not seen in most other GEFs. The insertion of the hydrophobic Val residue in the flexible loop of GEFs near the Mg^2+^ binding site is also typically found ([Figure 2](#molecules-24-03308-f002){ref-type="fig"}B).

A protein containing a PRONE domain is the major RhoGEF family member in plants \[[@B36-molecules-24-03308]\]. Structures of the PRONE domain of RopGEF8 in complex with either Rop7 or Rop4 have been reported \[[@B37-molecules-24-03308],[@B38-molecules-24-03308]\]. The 365-amino-acid PRONE domain of RopGEF8 from *Arabidopsis thaliana* is almost entirely α-helical except for a β-turn formed by residues 84--104. PRONE is divided in two domains (subdomain 1 and 2). Although the PRONE structure is unrelated to that of other GEFs, the GEF mechanism is similar to that of other GEFs like SOS1. The PRONE domain has ionic interactions with the Lys residue on the P-loop and the Glu residue on switch II. Steric interfere with the Ala residue on the switch 2 region through positioning next to the Mg^2+^ site is also observed.

SmgGDS is an atypical GEF consisting only of armadillo-repeat motifs (ARMs). This protein works as both a GEF and a chaperone \[[@B37-molecules-24-03308],[@B39-molecules-24-03308],[@B40-molecules-24-03308],[@B41-molecules-24-03308],[@B42-molecules-24-03308],[@B43-molecules-24-03308],[@B44-molecules-24-03308]\] and as a GEF can activate only RhoA and RhoC \[[@B40-molecules-24-03308]\]. The SmugGDA protein was identified in 1990, but its crystal structure has only recently been reported \[[@B45-molecules-24-03308],[@B46-molecules-24-03308]\]. The details of this structure are described in [Section 2.3.3](#sec2dot3dot3-molecules-24-03308){ref-type="sec"}.

The mechanism underlying the specificity of RhoGEF for Rho subfamily proteins has remained unclear. As for Cdc25-HD, comprehensive studies including structural analysis, mutagenesis-based experiments, and in vitro or in cell assays are required. Such studies for deciphering specificity have been attempted and described for Dbl proteins \[[@B47-molecules-24-03308]\].

### 2.3.3. Rab GEFs {#sec2dot3dot3-molecules-24-03308}

Rabs are the largest branch of small GTPase superfamily, with more than 60 members in humans \[[@B48-molecules-24-03308],[@B49-molecules-24-03308],[@B50-molecules-24-03308]\]. Their major role is in the regulation of vesicular traffic. In addition to their conserved structures consisting of general motifs, Rab proteins harbor several short insertion amino acid sequences termed RabF and RabSF \[[@B51-molecules-24-03308],[@B52-molecules-24-03308]\], which are used for interacting with Rab-specific regulators (GEFs and GAPs).

To date, many Rab GEFs have been identified \[[@B50-molecules-24-03308]\]. The Vps9 and DENN families are two particularly large Rab families and consist of 9 members and 18 members in humans, respectively. These two families are unrelated and have different structures. In addition to these two families, several other unrelated Rab GEFs have been reported. Besides the low homology between Rab GEFs, there are many Rabs for which the cognate GEF has not yet been identified yet, although 23 GEFs that interact with 54 Rabs have been identified in human \[[@B50-molecules-24-03308]\].

The Rab8:MSS4 structure, published in 2006, was first reported as a Rab:GEF complex structure. Compared to other GEF families, MSS4 is considered a chaperon rather than a GEF \[[@B53-molecules-24-03308]\]. Since then, a variety of Rab:GEF crystal structures have been determined, including Sec4:Sec2 \[[@B54-molecules-24-03308],[@B55-molecules-24-03308],[@B56-molecules-24-03308]\], Rab21:Rabex-5 \[[@B57-molecules-24-03308]\], Ypt1p:TRAPP \[[@B58-molecules-24-03308]\], Rab35:DennD1 \[[@B59-molecules-24-03308]\], Rab8:GRAB/Rabin8 \[[@B60-molecules-24-03308]\], and Rab5:Rabex-5 \[[@B61-molecules-24-03308]\] ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}C, [Table 1](#molecules-24-03308-t001){ref-type="table"}). In all cases, RabGEFs bind to switch I and switch II regions and induce structural rearrangements to cause nucleotide release. The rearrangement enabling this release mainly occurs in the switch I region. Pulling the switch I region leads to displacement of a highly conserved aromatic Phe or Tyr residue in Rab proteins, as this Tyr residue forms an edge-to-face interaction with the guanine base \[[@B50-molecules-24-03308]\]. In many cases, the region including this Tyr residue is moved away by GEFs and the electron density of this region is not been observed. In contrast to the switch I region, the switch II region exhibits an ordered conformation in complexes with GEFs and structural changes to switch II are not as drastic as those of the switch I region. In complexes with GEFs, the switch II conformation is more similar to the GTP-bound form than the GDP-bound form. Changes in P-loop structure are usually less drastic compared to those of the switch I and II regions. In addition to structural rearrangements of the switch regions, another common mechanism has been observed for nucleotide release, in which is the insertion of projection residues towards the Mg^2+^ binding site (Sec2:Sec4, Vps9:Ara7) or electrostatic repulsion effects between an acidic residue of a GEF and the phosphate group (Vps9, TRAPP).

Three complex structures involving Rabs have been deposited in the past two years. Two of these are of the same complex structure (SH3BP5:Rab11). Structural studies of SH3BP5 shows that its characteristic coiled-coil architecture mediates nucleotide exchange through its unique Rab-GEF interaction \[[@B62-molecules-24-03308],[@B63-molecules-24-03308]\].

### 2.3.4. GEFs for Arf, Arf-like, and Sar GTPases {#sec2dot3dot4-molecules-24-03308}

Sar and Arf show unique conformational changes during the transition from inactive to active forms. GDP-bound Sar and Arf proteins exist in the cytosol and change their localization to the membrane upon structural transitions from inactive to active forms \[[@B4-molecules-24-03308]\]. These characteristic structural changes couple membrane recruitment of Arf-family members with their activation by GEFs. Nine GEF domain:Arf complex structures have been deposited in the PDB ([Table 1](#molecules-24-03308-t001){ref-type="table"}). The Arf GEFs harbor a conserved Sec7 catalytic domain consisting of \~200 amino acids that is composed of only α-helices, forming a superhelix \[[@B64-molecules-24-03308]\]. Biochemical and crystallographic studies have provided a detailed mechanism for Arf activation ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}D) \[[@B65-molecules-24-03308]\]. First, the Sec7 domain recognizes the inactive Arf-GDP conformation and promotes the β-strand shift of the inter-switch, eliminating the binding pocket for the N-terminal helix and fixing Arf to the membrane prior to GDP dissociation. Next, GDP dissociation occurs. The Sec7 domain has a critical catalytic glutamate, termed the "glutamate finger", of which the negative charge removes the nucleotide-bond before stabilizing the empty nucleotide-binding site by a salt bridge with the conserved P-loop lysine. Sar GTPase is activated on the endoplasmic reticulum by Sec12, which is conserved from yeast to mammals \[[@B66-molecules-24-03308]\]. The nucleotide exchange activity is carried out by the 38 kDa cytoplasmic domain of Sec12, for which the structure was reported in 2012. It adopts a seven-bladed β propeller fold \[[@B67-molecules-24-03308]\]. The whole structure resembles that of RanGEF RCC1, but its reaction mechanism has not been identified. For the Arf subfamily, a comprehensive study of specificity against cognate GTPase has not yet been reported.

### 2.3.5. RanGEF {#sec2dot3dot5-molecules-24-03308}

Ran is activated by a regulator of chromosome condensation 1 (RCC1). The crystal structure of Ran:RCC1 was reported in 2001, and since then, no complex structure with Ran has been reported. RCC1 consists of a seven-bladed β-propeller \[[@B68-molecules-24-03308]\], and the Ran:RCC1 complex structure revealed that RCC1 binds to Ran using the top of the RCC1 β-propeller ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}E). This interaction covers the switch II region and the α2 and α3 helices. In contrast to the rearrangement of switch I observed in other smallGTPase:GEF complexes, RCC1 slightly changes the conformation of the GDP-binding site and does not position stabilizing negative charges near the P-loop Lys or destabilizing hydrophobic residues near Mg^2+^, as found in other complexes. The mechanism of nucleotide release by RCC1 thus is unclear.

RCC1 is a single-domain protein; therefore, it is thought that it lacks autoregulation mechanisms. Instead, RCC1 interactions with feed-forward signaling effectors have been identified and well characterized. RCC1 binds directly to the nucleosome core particle, thus increasing its exchange efficiency \[[@B69-molecules-24-03308]\]. Comparison of the structures of RCC1 in a complex with nucleotide-free Ran \[[@B68-molecules-24-03308]\] and with the nucleosome \[[@B70-molecules-24-03308]\] shows that Ran and its effector bind nonoverlapping regions of RCC1; thus, they can be simultaneously accommodated by the GEF.

### 2.3.6. GEF for Mitochondrial Rho {#sec2dot3dot6-molecules-24-03308}

The GEF for Mitochondrial Rho has not yet been identified. One strong candidate is Drosophila vimar, which shares sequence similarity with SmgGDS (RAP1GDS) \[[@B71-molecules-24-03308]\]. The GEF activity of vimar in vitro has not yet been reported.

2.4. Higher Level Regulatory Mechanisms of GEFs {#sec2dot4-molecules-24-03308}
-----------------------------------------------

Almost all GEFs are multidomain proteins that are regulated in a highly complex fashion ([Figure 2](#molecules-24-03308-f002){ref-type="fig"}), including through protein--protein interactions and the binding of second messengers. Additionally, autoregulation through intramolecular interactions is important for accepting and inducing precise signals. Several GEF structures are considered auto-inhibited structures because the GTPase binding site is hidden by a domain or motif that flanks the catalytic domain of the GEF and because large domain rearrangement must occur for full GEF activity. Additionally, activated GTPases can bind to GEFs and modify the GTP/GDP exchange reaction in a positive-feedback loop that is a key regulatory modality for amplifying an initial burst of activating signal ([Figure 5](#molecules-24-03308-f005){ref-type="fig"}).

### 2.4.1. The Feedback Loop of Rac/RasGEF SOS {#sec2dot4dot1-molecules-24-03308}

Structural studies of the abovementioned positive-feedback loop have been carried out on Rac/RasGEF SOS. The GTP-bound form of the GTPase, the product of the exchange reaction, binds to the GEF and modifies its basal exchange rate. SOS is comprised of a histone-like domain, a DH-PH tandem that activates Rac downstream of Ras, a REM-Cdc25 tandem that activates Ras, and a C-terminal domain that binds the Grb2 adaptor. SOS1 has an allosteric Ras-GTP binding site located on the REM domain \[[@B72-molecules-24-03308]\], which is blocked in auto-inhibited Ras by its DH domain which is auto-inhibited by its tandem PH domain, revealing that SOS1 has multilayer auto-inhibitory mechanisms \[[@B73-molecules-24-03308],[@B74-molecules-24-03308]\]. These structural studies thus help describe the positive-feedback mechanism described above as a freshly formed Ras-GTP pair can bind to the allosteric site on the REM domain, thus inducing displacement of the DH domain and consequently relieving the auto-inhibited state.

### 2.4.2. The Feedback Loop of ArfGEF {#sec2dot4dot2-molecules-24-03308}

Allosteric activation of ArfGEFs by a positive-feedback loop has been reported for ArfGEF cytohesins, which harbor a Sec7 domain and a PH domain \[[@B75-molecules-24-03308]\]. Cytohesins are auto-inhibited by the linker between their Sec7 and PH domains and the α-helix that follows their PH domain, which both cover the Arf binding site \[[@B76-molecules-24-03308]\]. This allosteric activation mechanism was revealed by the structure of the C-terminal region of ArfGEF cytohesin-3, including structures of a PH domain in a complex with the head group of phosphatidyl inositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate and a GTP-bound Arf6 \[[@B77-molecules-24-03308]\]. This study reveals that auto-inhibitory and membrane-targeting elements are required for Arf6-GTP binding. The relieving mechanism for this auto-inhibition was also revealed using structural information. In the past 2 years, only one complex structure with an ArfGEF, the SEC7 domain of IQSEC2 with ARF1, has been deposited in the PDB. This structure has been used to attempt to identify an inhibitor \[[@B59-molecules-24-03308]\].

### 2.4.3. Regulation by PH-DH Module {#sec2dot4dot3-molecules-24-03308}

Biochemical and structural studies have revealed that PH domains of DH-PH RhoGEFs have a variety of regulatory functions, including auto-inhibition, assistance in exchange reactions, targeting of RhoGEFs to phosphoinositide-containing membranes, and/or contributions to signaling specificity by binding to up- or downstream proteins in the signaling pathway \[[@B78-molecules-24-03308]\]. These roles are achieved by the structural flexibility between DH and PH domains. In many structures, the PH domain appears to inhibit the DH domain by steric hindrance. For example, in SOS, the PH domain obstructs the Rac GTPase-binding site of the DH domain \[[@B73-molecules-24-03308],[@B74-molecules-24-03308],[@B79-molecules-24-03308]\], thus revealing why the RacGEF activity of SOS is auto-inhibited \[[@B80-molecules-24-03308]\]. Conversely, it has been reported that the PH domains of various GEFs (Dbs, PDZ, LARG, and Trio) assist in nucleotide exchange to some degree \[[@B81-molecules-24-03308],[@B82-molecules-24-03308],[@B83-molecules-24-03308]\]. Despite this work, the supporting mechanism of the PH domain has remained unclear. It is possible that PH domains contribute to nucleotide exchange by optimizing the orientation of the GEF domain relative to the membrane, as proposed for Tiam \[[@B84-molecules-24-03308]\]. However, most assays for GEF activities are performed in solutions where membrane effects are not evaluated. The DH domain is also inhibited by the SH3 domain, as seen for the SH3 domain of Cdc42-GEF ASEF, which binds extensively to the DH catalytic site \[[@B85-molecules-24-03308],[@B86-molecules-24-03308]\]. Detailed structural studies were performed using RacGEF Vav \[[@B87-molecules-24-03308]\]. The conformation of auto-inhibited Vav was determined using single particle cryo-electron microscopy of full- length Vav3 \[[@B88-molecules-24-03308]\], X-ray crystallography \[[@B89-molecules-24-03308]\], and NMR \[[@B89-molecules-24-03308],[@B90-molecules-24-03308],[@B91-molecules-24-03308],[@B92-molecules-24-03308]\]. The triggering events of auto-inhibition are the sequential phosphorylation of Tyr142, Tyr160, and Tyr174 in the acidic region of Vav upon receptor stimulation. Kinetics studies have also shown that RhoGEFs of the Tim subfamily are auto-inhibited by a phosphorylation motif \[[@B93-molecules-24-03308]\] and the interaction of their C-terminal SH3 domain with an N-terminal polyproline motif \[[@B94-molecules-24-03308]\]. RhoGEFs harboring an RGS domain are auto-inhibited by their RGS domain \[[@B95-molecules-24-03308],[@B96-molecules-24-03308]\] and by a negatively charged patch located upstream of the DH domain \[[@B20-molecules-24-03308]\]. Auto-inhibitory regulation has been reported for DOCK and Prone RhoGEFs \[[@B97-molecules-24-03308],[@B98-molecules-24-03308],[@B99-molecules-24-03308],[@B100-molecules-24-03308]\], but the structural details have not reported yet.

Among DH-containing RhoGEFs, positive feedback regulation by activated RhoA has only been found in the lymphoid blast crisis (LBC) family of RhoGEF \[[@B101-molecules-24-03308],[@B102-molecules-24-03308]\]. The crystal structure of the PH domain of p190RhoGEF in a complex with activated RhoA shows that activated RhoA binds a hydrophobic interface consisting of β5, β6, and β7 \[[@B103-molecules-24-03308]\]. A positive-feedback loop mediated by activated Cdc42 has also been reported for the Cdc42 GEF Dock11. Activated Cdc42 binds to the PH domain and stimulates GEF activity in cell extracts \[[@B104-molecules-24-03308]\].

### 2.4.4. Regulation of GEF by Second Messenger {#sec2dot4dot4-molecules-24-03308}

EPAC activates Rap GTPases in response to an increase in the second messenger cAMP \[[@B105-molecules-24-03308],[@B106-molecules-24-03308]\]. EPAC is the only GEF for which the conversion of the auto-inhibited conformation to the active conformation has been revealed in structural detail. A full-length EPAC structure showed that the two cAMP binding domains (cNBDs) blocked the Rap binding site and that the two domains reciprocally block their cAMP-binding sites. A structure of active cAMP-bound EPAC with Rap1 shows that the cNBD domain was truncated and indicates that the remaining cNBD domain has moved away from the Rap binding site.

3. Local Protein Unfolding and Refolding of Small GTPase Induced by Binding {#sec3-molecules-24-03308}
===========================================================================

3.1. An Overview {#sec3dot1-molecules-24-03308}
----------------

In the above sections, we highlighted the well-established structural mechanisms of GEFs. Generally, GEF stabilization of nucleotide-free small GTPases is accompanied by structural rearrangements in the switch regions. Two intriguing structures, MSS4:Rab8 and SmgGDS:RhoA^farnesylated^, exhibit dramatic structural changes of the bound small GTPases, leading to local protein unfolding ([Figure 6](#molecules-24-03308-f006){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, both the MSS4 and SmgGDS proteins are known as chaperons in addition to their GEF function. In this section, we introduce the unfolding and refolding of GTPases by these regulators.

3.2. MSS4 {#sec3dot2-molecules-24-03308}
---------

MSS4 is reported to be a GEF for Rab proteins and shows chaperone activity for nucleotide-free Rab. MSS4 is involved in the exocytic pathway and helps stimulate neurotransmitters \[[@B107-molecules-24-03308]\]. MSS4 GEF activity was shown in living cells \[[@B108-molecules-24-03308]\]. Additionally, MSS4 is overexpressed in a wide variety of malignant tissues, including human pancreatic and colon cancers, suggesting a potential role in cancer progression via enhanced secretion of trophic factors required for tumor proliferation and maintenance \[[@B109-molecules-24-03308]\]. It was pointed out that the GEF activity of MSS4 was low compared with other GEFs \[[@B110-molecules-24-03308],[@B111-molecules-24-03308],[@B112-molecules-24-03308]\]. Some studies have also shown that DSS4, which is the yeast homologue of MSS4, and MSS4 could alleviate the harmful effects of Rab mutations \[[@B113-molecules-24-03308],[@B114-molecules-24-03308],[@B115-molecules-24-03308]\]. These data thus indicate that DSS4/MSS4 may work as a chaperone, which was confirmed in a recent study showing that MSS4 mainly works as chaperon during GULUT4 exocytosis and has no function as a GEF \[[@B116-molecules-24-03308]\].

The MSS4:Rab8 complex has a crescent shape in which the two molecules share a small interface ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}C). The MSS4 molecule consists of three β-sheets composed of β strands βA to βL, the helices, 3~10~A and 3~10~B, and a single Zn finger motif. The entire structure of the MSS4:Rab8 complex is very similar to the previously determined MSS4 structure \[[@B117-molecules-24-03308],[@B118-molecules-24-03308]\], but differences were observed in the flexible βE--βF and βH--βI loops. The βE--βF loop is largely disordered, while the βH--βI loop is involved in Rab8 binding \[[@B117-molecules-24-03308],[@B118-molecules-24-03308]\]. The overall structure of Rab8 in a complex with MSS4 shows a typical small GTPase fold. However, significant differences compared to other known Rab structures were found. The crystal structure shows that nucleotide-free MSS4:Rab8 complex formation induces drastic structural changes of the Rab8 molecule, which are largely concentrated in regions involved in nucleotide and Mg^2+^ binding. MSS4 binds to the switch I and inter-switch regions of Rab8, resulting in a disordered nucleotide-binding pocket of Rab8 and displacement of residues involved in nucleotide interactions. The rigid MSS4 molecule stabilizes the nucleotide-free Rab8 through new interactions, and proper function of Rab8 requires a cycle of MSS4-induced GTPase unfolding and refolding and the release of MSS4.

3.3. SmgGDS {#sec3dot3-molecules-24-03308}
-----------

In a similar manner to MSS4, SmgGDS employs an unfolding and refolding strategy. SmgGDS functions as a GEF for Rho family proteins and as a chaperone for small GTPases with a CaaX motif \[[@B37-molecules-24-03308],[@B39-molecules-24-03308],[@B40-molecules-24-03308],[@B41-molecules-24-03308],[@B42-molecules-24-03308],[@B43-molecules-24-03308],[@B44-molecules-24-03308]\]. SmgGDS interacts with various small GTPases possessing a C-terminal domain upstream of the CaaX motif in HVR \[[@B39-molecules-24-03308],[@B40-molecules-24-03308],[@B119-molecules-24-03308],[@B120-molecules-24-03308],[@B121-molecules-24-03308]\] and is overexpressed in certain types of cancer cells, including breast cancer cells \[[@B122-molecules-24-03308],[@B123-molecules-24-03308],[@B124-molecules-24-03308],[@B125-molecules-24-03308]\]. Among RhoGEFs, SmgGDS has unique architectures; is an entirely alpha-helical protein composed of armadillo-repeat motifs (ARMs) \[[@B126-molecules-24-03308]\]; and has two splice variants, SmgGDS-558 and SmgGDS-607, which only vary in one insertion ARM ([Figure 4](#molecules-24-03308-f004){ref-type="fig"}A). These splice variants differ in GEF activity and binding affinity for RhoA depending on their prenylation state \[[@B42-molecules-24-03308],[@B43-molecules-24-03308],[@B46-molecules-24-03308]\], as SmgGDS-558 prefers to bind prenylated RhoA while SmgGDS-607 favors nonprenylated RhoA \[[@B46-molecules-24-03308]\]. The GEF activity mechanism underlying this activity has been long known; however, recently the crystal structures of SmgGDS:RhoA^farneylated^ were reported \[[@B45-molecules-24-03308]\] and no guanine nucleotides or Mg^2+^ were observed. This suggests that the guanine and Mg^2+^ cofactors are released by SmgGDS-558 binding. PBR of RhoA exists on the negatively charged region formed by a concentration of acidic residues in the N-terminus. The switch II region of RhoA is bound by the switch II binding region in the middle of SmgGDS, which is positively charged in both the switch II region and its flanking region.

The most remarkable features of the complex structure are the large conformational changes in both the switch I and II regions. The switch I region is completely disordered and was not able to bind a nucleotide. SmgGDS-558 appears to have pulled out a part of switch II into the switch II binding region, resulting in a drastic conformational change accompanied by disruption of the α2-helix of RhoA. Such conformational changes in the switch I and II regions could disrupt important interactions among RhoA, Mg^2+^, and guanine and could facilitate guanine dissociation. Comparison of the SmgGDS-558/farnesylated RhoA structure to other complex structures of GEFs and small GTPases only indicates that SmgGDS-558 does not recognize switch I. Generally, other GEFs recognize switch I and II cooperatively. To date, over 35 structures of RhoA have been deposited into the Protein Data Bank, and 7 of them (PDB ID code 1LB1, 1 × 86, 1XCG, 3T06, 4XH9, 5JHG, and 5JHH) are guanine nucleotide and magnesium-free forms of RhoA. Notably, none of them are similar to the SmgGDS:RhoA^farneylated^ crystal structure.

In addition to its unique GEF mechanism, SmgGDS has a unique lipid recognition mechanism. SmgGDS-558 forms a cryptic pocket to accommodate the prenyl group of RhoA. A farnesyl group that modifies the CaaX motif is inserted into a cryptic pocket created between the ARM B and D regions.

Two structures of prenyl group-accommodating proteins for small GTPases, RhoGDI, and PDEδ have been determined. Both proteins shield the lipid group modifying small GTPases and sequester the small GTPases in the cytosol to protect them from aggregation and degradation or to enhance their diffusion in the cell \[[@B127-molecules-24-03308],[@B128-molecules-24-03308],[@B129-molecules-24-03308]\]. SmgGDS-558 accommodates the prenyl group of RhoA to a hydrophobic pocket in a similar manner to RhoGDI and PDEδ, indicating that SmgGDS-558 can act as a chaperone. However, SmgGDS-558 shows significant differences in its structure and recognition mechanism. RhoGDI and PDEδ fold into similar immunoglobulin-like β sandwiches comprised of two antiparallel beta-sheets and catch the prenyl group in a hydrophobic pocket of the immunoglobulin-like fold \[[@B127-molecules-24-03308],[@B128-molecules-24-03308],[@B129-molecules-24-03308]\]. The only evidence that SmgGDS-558 can recognize the prenyl group of RhoA suggests that SmgGDS-558 can only act as a chaperone of matured RhoA.

The CaaX motif of small GTPases is proposed to be posttranslationally modified in three steps. In the first step, the cysteine residue of the CaaX motif is prenylated by FTase or GGTase in the cytosol. Next, at the ER membrane, the three terminal residues of CaaX are removed by the Ras converting enzyme RCE1 following methylation of the prenylated-cysteine residue by isoprenylcysteine methyl transferase (ICMT) \[[@B130-molecules-24-03308],[@B131-molecules-24-03308]\]. These modifications are essential for small GTPases to target them to their correct location and for proper function. Further studies are required to clarify the influence of the earlier two steps on an SmgGDS/RhoA interaction.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-molecules-24-03308}
==============

To date, 133 GEF:Ras superfamily small GTPase complex structures ([Table 1](#molecules-24-03308-t001){ref-type="table"}) have been deposited in the PDB. These intensive structural studies have improved our understanding of the GEF mechanism. Some common principles of the GEF process have been established, but structural work with MSS4:Rab8 and SmgGDS:RhoA have provided new insights into the GEF mechanism. For example, the "unfolding and refolding" strategy can be considered the second category of the GEF mechanism. Additionally, there are many small GTPases of which the GEF mechanism has not been identified yet. These unidentified GEFs and their mechanisms still need to be unveiled. Moreover, our knowledge of GEF mechanisms should be expanded to fully understand different physiological states.
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![Regulation mechanism of small GTPases: (**A**) Schematic diagram of the small GTPase switching mechanism. Guanine-nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) enhance the exchange reaction. The guanine dissociation inhibitor (GDI) and effector are also shown. Guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-bound and guanosine diphosphate (GDP)-bound GTPases (lipidated forms) are shown as red and blue circles, respectively. GAP and GEF are shown as red and blue boxes, respectively. Several GTPase families combine their GDP/GTP switch with alternations in cytosolic/membrane localization in a process regulated by GDIs or GDI-like proteins. (**B**) General structural information of small GTPases. Upper: The domain architecture of H-Ras. G boxes of the G domain are highlighted with orange boxes. The hyper variable region, including a polybasic region and a CAAX motif, is highlighted with pink boxes. The P-loop, switch I, and switch II are shown as bars colored green, red, and blue, respectively. Lower: Crystal structures of GDP-bound and GTP-bound H-Ras. The P-loop, switch I, and switch II are colored green, red, and blue, respectively.](molecules-24-03308-g001){#molecules-24-03308-f001}

###### 

Schematic representation of GEF architecture: (**A**) Representative GEFs for the Ras, Rab, Arf, Ran, and Rho families are shown. Domains are defined by SMART (<http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de>) or Pfam (<https://pfam.xfam.org/>). The pink and green bars depict low complexity and coiled coils, respectively. (**B**) Molecular phylogenetic analysis of GEFs by the maximum likelihood method. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7 \[[@B19-molecules-24-03308]\]. GEF domains have been aligned to produce this phylogenetic tree.
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![GEF:GTPase structures and their exchange mechanisms: (**A**) Upper: overall structure of the SOS1:H-Ras complex. SOS1 and H-Ras are colored green and orange, respectively. The P-loop, switch I, and switch II are colored green, red, and blue, respectively. Lower: Close up view of the active site of the SOS1:H-Ras complex: structural rearrangement is indicated by a black arrow. Key residues for exerting GEF activity are shown as stick models. The color scheme of the complex follows that of upper figure. The structure of the GDP-bound form of H-Ras, including GDP and Mg^2+^, is overlaid and colored in gray. (**B**) Upper: overall structure of the Dock9:Cdc42 complex. The structure of the GDP-bound form of Cdc42, including GTP and Mg^2+^, is overlaid. Lower: Close up view of the active site of the Dock9:Cdc42 complex. The color scheme and other descriptions follow those of [Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B.](molecules-24-03308-g003){#molecules-24-03308-f003}

###### 

GEF:small GTPase complex structures and their interacting interface: GEF:small GTPase complex structures in the ligand unbound forms were drawn. The color scheme and other descriptions follow those of [Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B. Dashed lines depict hydrogen bonds or electrostatic interactions. The interaction areas and Protein Data Bank (PDB) ids are shown. (**A**) Ras subfamily. (**B**) Rho subfamily. (**C**) Rab subfamily. (**D**) Arf subfamily. (**E**) Ran subfamily.
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![Higher level regulatory mechanisms of GEFs: Positive feedback loops of Rac/RasGEF SOS and Cytohesin3, regulation of Vav1 by the PH-DH module, and regulation of EPAC2 by the second messenger. The right panels show models for each regulatory mechanism.](molecules-24-03308-g005){#molecules-24-03308-f005}

![Local protein unfolding and refolding mechanism: (**A**) Structures of Rab8 in a complex with MSS4 and GDP-bound form and (**B**) Structures of RhoA in a complex with SmgGDS and GDP-bound form. The nucleotide recognition regions (P loop, switch I, and switch II) are almost ordered in the unbound form, but these regions are largely disordered in both proteins upon binding of the regulator. Disordered regions are shown as dashed lines. The color scheme and other descriptions follow those of [Figure 1](#molecules-24-03308-f001){ref-type="fig"}B.](molecules-24-03308-g006){#molecules-24-03308-f006}

molecules-24-03308-t001_Table 1

###### 

GEF:Small GTPase structures.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  No    PDB\     Year   GEF                     SmallG      GEF      Reso   Ligand \*^1^                      Disorder \*^2^ (p,sw1,sw2)   HVR \*^3^
        ID                                                                                                                                 
  ----- -------- ------ ----------------------- ----------- -------- ------ --------------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------
  1     1LFD     1998   RALGDS                  H-Ras       RasGEF   2.1    GNP                               no, no, no                   no

  2     1BKD     1998   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.8                                      no, no, no                   no

  3     1NVU     2000   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.2                                      no, no, no                   no

  4     1NVV     2003   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.2    GNP                               no, no, no                   no

  5     1NVW     2003   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.7    GNP                               no, no, no                   no

  6     1NVX     2003   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   3.2    GTP                               no, no, no                   no

  7     1XD2     2004   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.7    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  8     3CF6     2008   Epac2                   Rap1B       RapGEF   2.2    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  9     4NYJ     2014   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.9    GNP                               no, no, no                   no

  10    4NYM     2014   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   3.6                                      no, no, no                   no

  11    4MGI     2014   Epac                    Rap1b       RapGEF   2.8    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  12    4MGK     2014   Epac                    Rap1b       RapGEF   2.7    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  13    4MGY     2014   Epac                    Rap1b       RapGEF   2.6    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  14    4MGZ     2014   Epac                    Rap1b       RapGEF   3.0    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  15    4MH0     2014   Epac                    Rap1b       RapGEF   2.4    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  16    4URU     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.8                                      no, no, no                   no

  17    4URV     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.6                                      no, no, no                   no

  18    4URW     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.8                                      no, no, no                   no

  19    4URX     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.5                                      no, no, no                   no

  20    4URY     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.5                                      no, no, no                   no

  21    4URZ     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.2                                      no, no, no                   no

  22    4US0     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.2                                      no, no, no                   no

  23    4US1     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.7    L71                               no, no, no                   no

  24    4US2     2015   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.5    L71                               no, no, no                   no

  25    5CM8     2015   Rlf (Rgl2)              RalA        RalGEF   2.6                                      no, no, no                   no

  26    6AXG     2017   RasGRP4                 H-Ras       RasGEF   3.3                                      no, yes, no                  no

  27    6AXF     2017   RasGRP                  Rap1b       RapGEF   3.1                                      no, no, no                   no

  28    6D55     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.7    Na, FMT, GOL, Mg, GNP, FWA        no, no, no                   no

  29    6D5W     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.5    FVV, Mg, GNP                      no, no, no                   no

  30    6D56     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.7    Na, FMT, GOL, Mg, GNP, FVN        no, no, no                   no

  31    6D59     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.7    Na, FMT, GOL, Mg, GNP, FVJ        no, no, no                   no

  32    6D5E     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.8    Na, FMT, GOL, Mg, GNP, FVG, CL    no, no, no                   no

  33    6D5G     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.9    FMT, GOL, Mg, GNP, FVD, Cl, BME   no, no, no                   no

  34    6D5H     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.8    FMT, GOL, MG, GNP, FV7, Cl        no, no, no                   no

  35    6D5J     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.8    Na, FMT, GOL, MG, GNP, FV4        no, no, no                   no

  36    6D5L     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.7    Na, FMT, GOL, MG, GNP, FW7        no, no, no                   no

  37    6D5V     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.0    Mg, GNP, FVY                      no, no, no                   no

  38    6D5M     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.1    Mg, GNP, FW4                      no, no, no                   no

  39    5WFO     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.0    Mg, GNP, 5UU                      no, no, no                   no

  40    5WFP     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.1    Mg, GNP, 5UX                      no, no, no                   no

  41    5WFQ     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.3    Mg, GNP, 5UV                      no, no, no                   no

  42    5WFR     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   2.5    Mg, GNP, 5UW                      no, no, no                   no

  43    6BVI     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.8    NA, FMT, EC4, GOL, Mg, GNP        no, no, no                   no

  44    6BVJ     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.7    NA, FMT, EAS, GOL, Mg, GNP        no, no, no                   no

  45    6BVK     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.8    NA, FMT, EAV, GOL, Mg, GNP        no, no, no                   no

  46    6BVL     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.7    NA, FBY, EAV, GOL, Mg, GNP        no, no, no                   no

  47    6BVM     2018   SOS1                    H-Ras       RasGEF   1.8    NA, FBY, EBV, GOL, Mg, GNP        no, no, no                   no

  48    6EPL     2019   SOS1                    K-Ras       RasGEF   2.6    GOL                               no, no, no                   no

  49    6EPM     2019   SOS1                    K-Ras       RasGEF   2.5    BQ5, GOL                          no, no, no                   no

  50    6EPN     2019   SOS1                    K-Ras       RasGEF   2.5    BQ2, DMS, GOL                     no, no, no                   no

  51    6EPO     2019   SOS1                    K-Ras       RasGEF   2.4    GOL, BPW                          no, no, no                   no

  52    6EPP     2019   SOS1                    K-Ras       RasGEF   2.4    GOL, BOQ                          no, no, no                   no

  53    1LB1     2002   Dbs (Mcf21)             RhoA        RhoGEF   2.8                                      no, no, no                   no

  54    1 × 86   2004   ARHGEF12                RhoA        RhoGEF   3.2    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  55    1XCG     2004   ARHGEF11 (PDZ-rhoGEF)   RhoA        RhoGEF   2.5                                      no, no, no                   no

  56    2RGN     2007   ARHGEF25\               RhoA        RhoGEF   3.5                                      no, no, no                   no
                        (p63RhoGEF)                                                                                                        

  57    3KZ1     2010   ARHGEF11 (PDZ-rhoGEF)   RhoA        RhoGEF   2.7    GSP                               no, no, no                   no

  58    3LW8     2010   IpgB2                   RhoA        RhoGEF   1.9    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  59    3LWN     2010   IpgB2                   RhoA        RhoGEF   2.3    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  60    3LXR     2010   IpgB2                   RhoA        RhoGEF   1.7    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  61    3T06     2011   ARHGEF11 (PDZ-rhoGEF)   RhoA        RhoGEF   2.8                                      no, no, no                   no

  62    4D0N     2014   AKAP13                  RhoA        RhoGEF   2.1    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  63    4XH9     2015   NET1 (ARHGEF8)          RhoA        RhoGEF   2.0                                      no, yes, no                  no

  64    6BC0     2017   ARHGEF28\               RhoA        RhoGEF   2.2    GSP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (p190RhoGEF)                                                                                                       

  65    5JHG     2017   ARHGEF11                RhoA        RhoGEF   2.5    GOL                               no, no, no                   no

  66    6BCA     2017   ARHGEF18\               RhoA        RhoGEF   2.0    GSP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (LbcRhoGEF)                                                                                                        

  67    6BCB     2017   ARHGEF18\               RhoA        RhoGEF   1.4    GSP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (p114RhoGEF)                                                                                                       

  68    5JHH     2017   ARHGEF11                RhoA        RhoGEF   2.3    RAO                               no, no, no                   no

  69    5ZHX     2018   SmgGDS                  RhoA        RhoGEF   3.5                                      yes, yes, yes                yes

  70    1FOE     2000   Tiam                    Rac1        RhoGEF   2.8    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  71    2NZ8     2007   Trio                    Rac1        RhoGEF   2.0                                      no, no, no                   no

  72    2VRW     2008   Vav1                    Rac1        RhoGEF   1.9                                      no, no, no                   no

  73    2YIN     2011   DOCK2                   Rac1        RhoGEF   2.7                                      no, no, no                   no

  74    3B13     2012   DOCK2                   Rac1        RhoGEF   3.0                                      no, no, no                   no

  75    3BJI     2007   Vav1                    Rac1        RhoGEF   2.6                                      no, no, no                   no

  76    4YON     2015   P-Rex1                  Rac1        RhoGEF   2.0                                      no, no, no                   no

  77    5FI0     2016   P-Rex1                  Rac1        RhoGEF   3.3                                      no, no, no                   yes

  78    5O33     2017   Kalirin                 Rac1        RhoGEF   1.6    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  79    6BC1     2018   ARHGEF28\               Rac1        RhoGEF   2.9    GSP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (p190RhoGEF)                                                                                                       

  80    1KZ7     2002   Dbs (Mcf2l)             Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.4                                      no, no, no                   no

  81    1GZS     2002   SOPE                    Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.3    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  82    1KI1     2002   ITSN1                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.3    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  83    1KZG     2002   Mcf2l (Dbs)             Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.6                                      no, no, no                   no

  84    2DFK     2006   ARHGEF9\                Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.2    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   yes
                        (Collybistin II)                                                                                                   

  85    2WM9     2009   DOCK9                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.2    GOL                               no, no, no                   no

  86    2WMN     2009   DOCK9                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.4    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  87    2WMO     2009   DOCK9                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.2    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  88    3GCG     2009   map (L0028)             Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.3                                      no, yes, no                  no

  89    3QBV     2012   ITSN1                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.7    GDP                               no, yes, no                  no

  90    3VHL     2012   DOCK8                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   2.1    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  91    6AJ4     2019   DOCK7                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   3.2                                      no, no, no                   yes

  92    6AJL     2019   DOCK7                   Cdc42       RhoGEF   3.2                                      no, no, no                   yes

  93    3CX6     2008   ARHGEF11\               Galpha-13   RhoGEF   2.5    GDP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (PDZRhoGEF)                                                                                                        

  94    3CX7     2008   ARHGEF11\               Galpha-13   RhoGEF   2.3    GSP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (PDZRhoGEF)                                                                                                        

  95    3CX8     2008   ARHGEF11\               Galpha-13   RhoGEF   2.5    GDP                               no, no, no                   no
                        (PDZRhoGEF)                                                                                                        

  96    1SHZ     2005   ARHGEF1\                Gnai1,13    RhoGEF   2.9    GDP+ALF                           no, no, no                   no
                        (p115RhoGEF)                                                                                                       

  97    2NTY     2007   ROPGEF8                 ROP4        RopGEF   3.1    GDP                               no, yes, no                  no

  98    2WBL     2009   ROPGEF8                 ROP7        RopGEF   2.9                                      no, yes, no                  no

  99    2WWX     2009   SidM/DrrA               Rab1        RabGEF   1.5                                      no, no, no                   no

  100   3L0I     2010   SidM/DrrA               Rab1        RabGEF   2.9    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  101   3JZA     2010   DrrA/SidM               Rab1b       RabGEF   1.8    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  102   5O74     2017   DrrA/SidM               Rab1b       RabGEF   2.5    GDP                               no, yes, yes                 no

  103   2OT3     2007   Rabex-5\                Rab21       RabGEF   2.1                                      no, yes, no                  no
                        (RabGEF1)                                                                                                          

  104   3TW8     2011   DENND1B                 Rab35       RabGEF   2.1                                      no, yes, no                  no

  105   4Q9U     2014   Rabex-5\                Rab5A       RabGEF   4.6                                      yes, yes, no                 no
                        (RabGEF1)                                                                                                          

  106   2FU5     2006   MSS4                    Rab8A       RabGEF   2.0                                      no, yes, yes                 no

  107   4LHX     2013   RAB3IP (Rabin8)         Rab8A       RabGEF   3.1    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  108   4LHY     2013   RAB3IP (Rabin8)         Rab8A       RabGEF   3.1    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  109   4LHZ     2013   RAB3IP (Rabin8)         Rab8A       RabGEF   3.2    GTP                               no, no, no                   no

  110   4LI0     2013   RAB3IP (Rabin8)         Rab8A       RabGEF   3.3    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  111   2EFD     2010   AtVps9a                 Ara7\       RabGEF   3.0                                      no, yes, no                  no
                                                (RabF2B)                                                                                   

  112   2EFE     2010   AtVps9a                 Ara7\       RabGEF   2.1    GDP                               no, no, no                   no
                                                (RabF2B)                                                                                   

  113   2EFH     2010   AtVps9a                 Ara7\       RabGEF   2.1    GDP                               no, yes, no                  no
                                                (RabF2B)                                                                                   

  114   2EFC     2010   AtVps9a                 Ara7\       RabGEF   2.1    GDP                               no, no, no                   no
                                                (RabF2B)                                                                                   

  115   4G01     2013   Vps9a                   Ara7\       RabGEF   2.2    GDP                               no, no, no                   no
                                                (RabF2B)                                                                                   

  116   2OCY     2007   Sec2p                   Sec4p       RabGEF   3.3    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  117   2EQB     2007   Sec2p                   Sec4p       RabGEF   2.7                                      no, no, no                   no

  118   4ZDW     2015   Sec2p                   Sec4p       RabGEF   2.9                                      no, no, no                   no

  119   3CUE     2008   TRAPPI assembly         Ypt1p       RabGEF   3.7                                      no, yes, no                  no

  120   5LDD     2017   Mon1-Ccz1               Ypt7        RabGEF   2.5    SO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  121   6IXV     2019   SH3BP5                  Rab11       RabGEF   3.8    PO~4~                             no, no, no                   no

  122   6EKK     2019   DENND 1A                Rab35       RabGEF   1.8    GDP, SO~4~, EDO                   no, no, no                   no

  123   6DJL     2019   SH3BP5                  Rab11       RabGEF   3.1                                      no, no, no                   no

  124   1RE0     2003   GEA1                    ARF1        ArfGEF   2.4    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  125   1R8Q     2003   CYTH2 (Arno)            ARF1        ArfGEF   1.9    G3D                               no, no, no                   no

  126   1R8S     2003   CYTH2 (Arno)            ARF1        ArfGEF   1.5    GDP                               no, no, no                   no

  127   1S9D     2003   CYTH2 (Arno)            ARF1        ArfGEF   1.8    GDP                               no, yes, no                  no

  128   4C0A     2013   IQSEC1                  ARF1        ArfGEF   3.3    G3D                               no, no, no                   no

  129   6FAE     2018   IQSEC2                  ARF1        ArfGEF   2.3                                      no, yes, no                  no

  130   4KAX     2013   CYTH3                   ARF6        ArfGEF   1.9    GTP                               no, no, no                   no

  131   5EE5     2016   ARFGEF1                 ARL1        ArfGEF   2.3    GTP                               no, no, no                   no

  132   5J5C     2016   ARFGEF1                 ARL1        ArfGEF   3.4    GTP                               no, no, no                   no

  133   1I2M     2001   RCC1                    RAN         RanGEF   1.8    SO~4~                             no, yes, no                  no
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*1 The names of the ligands are described below. GNP: phosphoaminophosphonic acid-guanylate ester; L71: (3S)-3-\[3-(aminomethyl)phenyl\]-1-ethylpyrrolidine-2,5-dione; FMT: formic acid; GOL: glycerol; FWA: 6-chloro-2-(2,6-diazaspiro \[3.3\]heptan-2-yl)-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-4-(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; FVV: 10-\[(4-fluorophenyl)methyl\]-2,3,4,10-tetrahydropyrimido \[1,2-a\]benzimidazole; FVN: 6-chloro-2-(2,6-diazaspiro\[3.3\]heptan-2-yl)-4-(3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-1H-benzimidazole; FVJ: 6-chloro-4-(3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; FVG: 1-\[(2S)-1-{6-chloro-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazol-4-yl}pyrrolidin-2-yl\]methanamine; FVD: 6-chloro-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-4-(1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridin-4-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; BME: beta-mercaptoethanol; FV7: 6-chloro-4-(2-chlorophenyl)-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; FV4: 6-chloro-1-\[(4-fluoro-3,5-dimethylphenyl)methyl\]-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; FW7: 6-chloro-1-\[(3-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)methyl\]-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; FVY: 1-\[(3-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)methyl\]-5,6-dimethyl-1H-benzimidazol-2-amine; FW4: 1-\[(3-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)methyl\]-5,6-dimethyl-2-(piperazin-1-yl)-1H-benzimidazole; 5UU: 6-chloranyl-\~{N}-(4-fluorophenyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroacridin-9-amine; 5UX: 6-chloranyl-\~{N}-(3-chloranyl-4-fluoranyl-phenyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroacridin-9-amine; 5UV: 7-chloranyl-\~{N}-(3-chloranyl-4-fluoranyl-phenyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroacridin-9-amine; 5UW: \~{N}-(3,3-diphenylpropyl)piperidin-4-amine; EC4: 6-chloro-N-{1-\[(5-chloro-1H-indol-3-yl)methyl\]piperidin-4-yl}-L-tryptophanamide; EAS: 5-chloro-N-{1-\[(5-chloro-1H-indol-3-yl)methyl\]piperidin-4-yl}-L-tryptophanamide; EAV: N-{1-\[(5-chloro-1H-indol-3-yl)methyl\]piperidin-4-yl}-6-methyl-L-tryptophanamide; EBY: N-{1-\[(5-chloro-1H-indol-3-yl)methyl\]piperidin-4-yl}-5-methyl-L-tryptophanamide; EBV: (2S)-2-amino-1-\[(3aR,6aS)-5-\[(5-chloro-1H-indol-3-yl)methyl\]hexahydropyrrolo\[3,4-c\]pyrrol-2(1H)-yl\]-3-(1H-indol-3-yl)propan-1-one; BQ5: (1-phenyl-5,6-dihydro-4\~{H}-cyclopenta\[c\]pyrazol-3-yl)methanamine; BQ2: 1-(3,4-dihydro-1\~{H}-isoquinolin-2-yl)-2-oxidanyl-ethanone, DMS: dimethyl sulfoxide; BPW: 3-(4-chlorophenyl)propan-1-amine; BOQ: ethyl 2-(aminomethyl)-5-\~{tert}-butyl-furan-3-carboxylate; GSP: 5′-guanosine-diphosphate-monothiophosphate; RA0: 3-{3-\[ethyl(quinolin-2-yl)amino\]phenyl}propanoic acid; ALF: tetrafluoroaluminate ion; EDO: 1,2-ethanediol; G3D: guanosine-3′-monophosphate-5′-diphosphate. \*2 Disordered regions among P-loop (p), switch I (sw1), and switch II (sw2) are indicated. "yes" means that the region has a disordered structure. \*3 The structure including the hyper variable region (HVR) is indicated as "yes".
